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Greetings from Miami, FL!  Here with the Toronto Raptors. Weather is

wonderful. Sorry to rub it in!  Here are Five Random Thoughts this week

on the NBA.       

1. EASTERN CONFERENCE - Only four winning teams/impact on Toronto

Raptors: What a mess. The Celtics, Magic, Hawks and Cavs are very

good/elite NBA teams at large. The rest of the conference has holes,

issues, injuries, problems, lack of talent, etc.

I know the Toronto Raptors have been a significant disappointment so far

but if the season ended today, the Raps would be the #8 seed in the

playoffs. It's nothing to write home about yet better than last season.

After watching the teams in this conference in person or via TV, I strongly

feel that the Raptors have the fifth best team in the East. Over the next 56

remaining games, the Raptors need to get their act in gear on a number of

fronts (worn out talking about the defence, effort, toughness, Turkoglu

inconsistency, Evans & Calderon injuries, etc.) and get to where they

belong, based upon the talent level that exists.

It's one thing to have talent on 'paper'; it's another thing to actually 'get it

done'. It's time to start getting it done. I still think this is a 43-45 win team

which should get them 5th/6th in the East. Am I sold that they'll come

through on that prediction? After watching this team for 26 games, I

honestly don't know what to expect night to night.  Every team has

challenges during a season--it's how you respond to them. Respond!!

2. EASTERN CONFERENCE DISAPPOINTMENT - Philadelphia 76ers: 

Elton Brand is healthy and Eddie Jordan was a good hire. They have

talented young guys like Thaddeus Young & Andre Iguodala yet it's been a

bust so far. Fans aren't showing up and the Allen Iverson experiment is a

work in progress.

Losing Lou Williams hurts but this team isn't coming close to playing to its

ability. Defence has to get better. Samuel Dalembert has been inconsistent

and you look at this team and wonder whether the pieces fit and will they

ever?  It's tough sledding right now in Philly.

3. WESTERN CONFERENCE SURPRISE - Phoenix Suns: Who woulda

thunk that the Suns would be 16-8 after 16 of their 24 games have been

on the road?

Steve Nash has been great, Amare Stoudemire is improving, Grant Hill is

steady, Channing Frye is a great pickup and Jared Dudley is Mr. Intensity

off the bench.

Alvin Gentry has them running so they're entertaining and good again. All

those home games coming up will help even further improve the record.

Fun story.                     

4. ATLANTA HAWKS ARE GOOD - At 17-6 they are no joke: They can

flat out score and their defence is much improved. Jamal Crawford was a

wonderful pick-up and Joe Johnson is an elite player/playmaker.
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Watch more in our video player!

Dwight Howard scored 21 points and

pulled down 23 rebounds as the

Magic topped the Pacers.

Highlights: IND 98, ORL 106

Hedo Turkoglu scored a season-high

23 points, while Chris Bosh pitched

in with 27 in the win.

Highlights: HOU 88, TOR 101

LeBron James poured in a season-

high 44 points as his Cavaliers

topped the Thunder.

Highlights: CLE 102, OKC 89

Deron Williams took advantage when

Kobe Bryant was off the floor,

scoring a game high 21.

Highlights: LAL 94, UTH 102

Carmelo Anthony had 32 points and

8 rebounds as Denver snapped a 2-

game losing streak.

Highlights: PHX 99, DEN 105
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Mike Bibby shoots it. Josh Smith is a beast on the glass/blocked shots and

is scoring around the basket. Al Horford is an excellent young big man and

Marvin Williams is improving. They play hard. Congrats to Hawks

ownership for sticking with Mike Woodson. He does an excellent job.

5. DALLAS MAVERICKS - They have surprised me: Yes, I thought they'd

be pretty good but not this good with Josh Howard only playing five

games. Rick Carlisle can coach (Detroit & Indiana-same deal) and is

showing it once again in Stop # 3.

Dirk is a future Hall of Famer and is showing no slow down. Jason Terry is

a top-notch 6th man. Jason Kidd and Jose Barea has been a superb point

guard combo and Shawn Marion 'fits' their style. They have great team

chemistry--watch the ball move!  They guard you and can win in a number

of ways. The sum is more important than the parts.

We have the best selection of NBA Tickets for every team and

every location, including great seats for the Toronto Raptors.

Click here to get your Basketball tickets now !
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